Akari Virtual Assistant (AVA)

Creating inclusivity by design and supporting every user as an individual.

What is AVA?

AVA is a chatbot built on Microsoft Teams which uses artificial intelligence to learn workflows about a user to answer and prompt questions about daily tasks. For example, a user can ask 'When are my expenses due?' and AVA will not only provide the date, but then ask if they want to start a new expense claim from the HR document repository.

Maximise Productivity

It’s crucial for organisations to maximise the use of staff, and so automating repetitive tasks is key. Using AVA provides quick, easy to access and relevant information in the one place.

Why Akari?

At Akari, we strive to inspire change with inventive and creative technologies to further enable people's experiences. We specialise in delivering Change Management & customised IP applications around the core Microsoft products, creating inclusivity by design and supporting every employee as an individual.
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